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Bullet points about HTTP/2
•

•

Formalized as RFC7540+7541 in 2015 and being widely deployed

One continuous connecton between two machines, not one per
fetch, thus fewer handshakes and similar overhead, more speed

•

Multiplex data streams within that channel, no head of line blocking

•

Headers are compressed binary for smaller size, but lots of them

•

“Server Push”, sends without a request, we can set H2Push off

•

Vendors really want proper TLS on the wire, to protect things and
to satisfy the project’s mission creep
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Some servers which support HTTP/2
•

Apache v2.4.17, pre-fork Apache does not support HTTP/2 but
its threaded versions (MPMs worker & event) do

•

Nginx v1.95

•

Tomcat v8.5, Jetty v9.3

•

HAProxy v1.8

•

MS IIS in Windows 10, Windows Server 2016, .NET core v2.2.x

•

Node.js v5.0

•

Many content delivery networks (CDNs) and major vendors

•

Most browsers today support HTTP/2 (usually only over TLS)
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HTTP/1.0 & 1.1 sequencing
•

•

•

•

In original HTTP/1.0 each web request opens a new connection
and closes it after the response. Requests form an orderly queue.
The frequent open/close part is expensive and slow.
HTTP/1.1 introduced header keep-alive to reduce the open/close
frequency by letting successive requests reuse the same
connection, yet request/responses still form an orderly queue.
If a response were slow to arrive then the queue just waits and
waits for it, twiddling its collective thumbs. Head of line blocking.
Apache main body (top of /etc/apache2/default-server.conf)
KeepAlive on
(default is on)
KeepAliveTimeout 180
(default is 5 seconds)
MaxKeepAliveRequests 50 (default is 100)
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Multiplexing in HTTP/2
•
•

•

•
•

HTTP/2 introduces a multiplexed channel
Requests can be sent one after another over that single channel
without waiting, and reponses arrive later, aka: client greed.
The technique is number each request (and its response).
Numbering reunites a response with its request.
The numbers are called streams (invisible to applications)
The queue is nearly a mob, bypassing slow request-response
pairs. Applications may need to restore proper order. H2Push
has many controls to impose some order on server sends.

02 April 2019
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Multiplexing also includes family members
•

HTTP/2 permits a single TCP/IP connection to a server to carry
traffic for more than one web virtual host, provided that -• The destination IP number remains the same as the current connection
• The SSL certificate remains the same as for the current connection

•

This means a client can talk to sundry web virtual severs at the
same destination by using the current TCP/IP connection

•

The facility is known as connection coalescing

•

It can avoid extra connection overhead

02 April 2019
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A pictorial summary of HTTP 1.1 and 2

Polite and
considerate

Charge!

problematic!

02 April 2019
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Wireshark: Firefox to Apache (HTTP2)
TLS
handshake

HTTP2
“the menu
please”

The menu
arrives

Charge!
Client greed
02 April 2019
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Notes on HTTP/2 and Server Push
Can I just enable HTTP/2 and immediately start seeing performance benefits?
Some performance benefits will apply immediately, e.g: multiplexing more efficient binary protocol
Some benefits (e.g: effective use of push headers) will require change/optimization to take advantage
of them
The community is still working out best practices
Upgrading is frictionless:
Clients that can use HTTP/2 will do so
Clients that don't support HTTP/2 can fall back to HTTP/1.1
If you're using apache, enable mod_http2
How does server push work?
The server can send a frame called a push promise
The client can choose to accept or decline the asset
If the client accepts, the asset will be delivered as if it had been requested by the client and cached
for future use
This could be used to help browsers to start pre-fetching/pre-caching assets such as javascript, css,
images and web fonts before starting to parse the HTML of a web page, for example.

From https://www.phproundtable.com/episode/all-about-http2
See also https://w3c.github.io/preload/#link-element-interface-extensions
02 April 2019
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HTTP/2 Server Push (want fries with that?)
“8.2. Server Push
HTTP/2 allows a server to pre-emptively send (or "push") responses
(along with corresponding "promised" requests) to a client in
association with a previous client-initiated request. This can be
useful when the server knows the client will need to have those
responses available in order to fully process the response to the
original request.”

“A client can request that server push be disabled, though this is
negotiated for each hop independently. The
SETTINGS_ENABLE_PUSH
setting can be set to 0 to indicate that server push is disabled.”
02 April 2019
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HTTP/2 Server Push, cont’d
“An intermediary can receive pushes from the server and choose not to
forward them on to the client. In other words, how to make use of
the pushed information is up to that intermediary. Equally, the
intermediary might choose to make additional pushes to the client,
without any action taken by the server.
A client cannot push.”
From: RFC 7540
Hmmm. We might think about smart proxy interference and unwanted spam.
This facility could be a problem, but the client can turn it off.
Server Push is one side of the aggresive coin; client greed is the other side.
02 April 2019
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Server Push in Apache, Link Header

See RFC 8288
about Link in
HTML docs

https://httpd.apache.org/docs/2.4/howto/http2.html
02 April 2019
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Server Push in Apache, Early Hints

02 April 2019

https://httpd.apache.org/docs/2.4/howto/http2.html
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Server Push in Apache, alternatives
In Apache, H2 Push is on by default, and you can specify
resources that should be pushed by either adding a link header
to the response, or using the slightly better h2PushResource
directive. Here's how that index.html example would look inside
an Apache virtualhost or htaccess file:
<If "%{DOCUMENT_URI} == '/index.html'">
H2PushResource add css/site.css
H2PushResource add js/site.js
</If>

If ordered “index” burger:
add fries
add sauce

In English that says, "if the path to the responding document is
/index.html, push these additional css and javascript files."
From: https://www.filamentgroup.com/lab/modernizing-delivery.html
02 April 2019
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Firefox HTTP/2 Push control in about:config
Firefox v62.0

https://bugzilla.mozilla.org/show_bug.cgi?id=1394407

There is an Off switch
02 April 2019
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Did that work? Picky clients want to know

02 April 2019

From RFC7540. This could be complicated!
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HTTP/2 + TLS fine print (an excerpt)
From RFC7540

HTTP/2 with TLS must use TLS v1.2 or higher, not v1.1 nor 1.0
Note the SNI (Server Name Indication) item, shown in later slides
02 April 2019
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HTTP/2 with Apache, a how-to
•

Five easy steps, with some comments in between

•

Tweak a few configuration files

•

Retains normal HTTP/1.1 behaviour

•

Requires recent Apache (v2.4.17 or later)

•

SLES15 & Leap15 support it, as shown in following tests

02 April 2019
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Step 1, add Apache modules

Leap15: YaST | Software Management | apache2

Install both event and mod_fcgid items.
mod_fcgid is to support PHP
02 April 2019
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Apache module nuances
•

•

The event and worker MPMs run as threaded processors, not as
a new process per request (such as with standard pre-fork)
Embedded language interpreters (such as for PHP) are usually
not thread-safe. Thus we use a helper module which separates
Apache threads from language interpreters

•

Mod_fcgid is such a helper which works well, shown here

•

Mod_cgi is a much older helper

•

Service php-fpm is a new standalone systemd helper daemon

•

Event plus fcgid also works with older Apaches (say v2.2.x)

02 April 2019
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Apache module mod_fcgid note
“mod_fcgid is a high performance alternative to mod_cgi or mod_cgid,
which starts a sufficient number instances of the CGI program to
handle concurrent requests, and these programs remain running to
handle further incoming requests.

It is favored by the PHP developers, for example, as a preferred
alternative to running mod_php in-process, delivering very similar
performance.”
From http://httpd.apache.org/mod_fcgid/
02 April 2019
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Step 2, sysconfig updates

/etc/sysconfig/apache2 snippets

Remove php or php5 or php7 from list APACHE_MODULES=
because they conflict with threaded Apache when using http2.
fcgid substitutes for them instead (and does it well).
Note early appearance of ssl to avoid later dependency problems.
Apache support for HTTP/2 needs to use MPM worker or event,
not default pre-forked. Event is the better choice.
02 April 2019
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Step 3, fcgid configuration

/etc/apache2/conf.d/mod_fcgid.conf

Edit as shown

Also see https://httpd.apache.org/mod_fcgid/mod/mod_fcgid.html about parameters
FcgidOutputBufferSize, FcgidBusyTimeout etc and startup /etc/php<n>/fastcgi/php.ini
For Apache v2.2.x, omit the Fcgid prefix on names of parameters

PHP programs run fine as-is. Perl programs may need to use CGI:: et al.
02 April 2019
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Step 3 alternative, php-fpm

PHP with standalone systemd service php-fpm
1. File /etc/sysconfig/apache2 -- add proxy and proxy_fcgi, omit php5/7:

2. /etc/apache2/conf.d/example.conf -- use proxying with php_fpm
(There are many variations on the proxy theme, see Apache docs for details)

3. /etc/php<digit>/fpm -- copy *.default files to non-.default file names,
modify file …/php-fpm.d/www.conf to specify UID/GID of web server:

Enable systemd service php-fpm
02 April 2019
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Step 4, default-server configuration

/etc/apache2/default-server.conf
Edit as shown
Certificate stapling
SNI, require clients to state server DNS name
Define offered HTTP protocols, in order.
SUSE: defined in /etc/apache2/protocols.conf

Certificate stapling is optional but beneficial: server not client verifies signing CA.
SNI = Server Name Indication, server name requested by client, good
h2 = HTTP/2 over TLS, h2c = HTTP/2 over clear text, http/1.1 = normal way
Most browsers insist upon TLS when using HTTP/2
02 April 2019
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Protocols statement

This is ALPN: Application Layer Protocol Negotiation, meaning kinds of HTTP protocol
ALPN data is conveyed within TLS handshake Options frames

From https://httpd.apache.org/docs/2.4/mod/mod_http2.html
02 April 2019
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Note on h2c upgrade (HTTP/2 without TLS)
Upgrade on request body

The h2c Upgrade dance will not work on requests that have a body. Those are PUT and
POST requests (form submits and uploads). If you write a client, you may precede those
requests with a simple GET or an OPTIONS * to trigger the upgrade.
The reason is quite technical in nature, but in case you want to know: during Upgrade, the
connection is in a half insane state. The request is coming in HTTP/1.1 format and the
response is being written in HTTP/2 frames. If the request carries a body, the server needs
to read the whole body before it sends a response back. Because the response might
need answers from the client for flow control among other things. But if the HTTP/1.1
request is still being sent, the client is unable to talk HTTP/2 yet.

In order to make behaviour predictable, several server implementors decided to not do an
Upgrade in the presence of any request bodies, even small ones.

From https://icing.github.io/mod_h2/howto.html#debugging
Interpretation: h2c is unlikely to work in today’s environment
02 April 2019
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Step 5, virtual host configuration

A virtual host (/etc/apache2/vhosts.d/vhost-ssl.conf)
ServerName for SNI testing

Let file /etc/apache2/ssl-global.conf
define cipher suites and protocols
Certificates for this vhost

02 April 2019
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Step 0, all done!

/etc/apache2/ssl-global.conf used as-is
The cipher suites part, not adjusted. Not shown here is defining certs globally.
Note default selection of TLS v1.2 only, no TLS v1.1 nor v1.0. Add if wanted.

RFC7540: “Cipher suite must list TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_128_GCM_SHA256 [TLS-ECHDE]
with P-256 elliptic curve [FIPS186].” The above list meets these requirements for HTTP/2.
02 April 2019
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Curl test: curl -v https://host

top part

To HTTP/2 adapted
Apache web server

02 April 2019
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Curl test: curl -v https://host

cont’d

> from Curl
< from server

The web page appears
02 April 2019
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Curl to http://host, curl did not try HTTP/2

Server (<) made these offers
Curl (>) simply ignored them

The web page appears
02 April 2019
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Curl, to http:// with “force start as HTTP/2”

The web page appears
02 April 2019
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Curl, to http:// with “try upgrading to HTTP/2”
These are client actions;
shy clients will not use them
Curl (>) suggests upgrade
Server (<) agrees

The web page appears
02 April 2019
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Curl, https://host to a non-HTTP/2 server
Curl client ALPN offerings

Server supports https://
but not HTTP/2 nor ALPN

Faithful HTTP/1.1 works
The web page appears
02 April 2019
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Firefox test to Apache (HTTP/2 adjusted)

HTTP/2 visual indicator

Apache v2.4.33 server on Leap15, not built for TLS v1.3
02 April 2019
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Firefox https:// to Apache (HTTP/2 capable)
Firefox debugger
screens

02 April 2019
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Firefox to Apache http://host, uses HTTP/1.1

No HTTP/2 indicator

Some vendors are refusing to support
HTTP/2 unless it is run over TLS.
Firefox people are amongst them.
Mission creep can be costly.

02 April 2019

Upgrade offer
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TLS v1.3 “Free at last”

™ML King

RFC8446, published August 2018, over 4 years in the making
In openssl v1.1.1 (or equivalents) or later, is v1.1.0 ABI compatible
Allowed cipher suites (not TLS v1.2 compatible names), mandatory
• TLS_AES_256_GCM_SHA384
• TLS_CHACHA20_POLY1305_SHA256
• TLS_AES_128_GCM_SHA256

plus optional
• TLS_AES_128_CCM_8_SHA256
• TLS_AES_128_CCM_SHA256

(Hint: out with old weak algorithms, in with newer <weak?> ones)
Fields formatted to “look like” TLS v1.2 to help middle boxes
02 April 2019
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TLS v1.3 aspects
•

TLS v1.3 “sessions” do not start until the handshake completes
successfully, thus a possible time gap between them

•

Handshake is now better protected against intruders, and complex

•

Perfect forward secrecy (PFS, change secrets often) designed in

•

No renegotiation of crypto properties, no SSL compression

•

No DSA certificates but RSA certificate is better protected in transit

•

Allow fallback to TLS v1.2 if cannot negotiate v1.3

•

TLS version & HTTP ALPN happen during the handshake phase

•

Programming with openssl for TLS v1.3 is complicated

•

Visit https://www.feistyduck.com and obtain OpenSSL Cookbook

02 April 2019
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Testssl.sh to a test program

1/3

testssl.sh is from
https://testssl.sh/

Being considerate, program offers
all TLS versions: 1.0, 1.1, 1.2, 1.3

02 April 2019
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Testssl.sh to a test program

2/3

testssl.sh v2.9dev program known glitches

02 April 2019

Crypto mumbo-jumbo, but all TLS versions are supported
TLS v1.3 was negotiated
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Testssl.sh to a test program

3/3

Good results, but as expected TLS v1.0 uses weak ciphers (yellow)
02 April 2019
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Curl to a test program
Built with openssl v1.1.1
Note: ALPN statement about
HTTP versions is done within
TLS options negotiation

Session
setup

(304) == TLSv1.3

02 April 2019

Uses both HTTP/2 and TLS v1.3
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Openssl s_client to a test program
Using openssl v1.1.1
Must state the ALPN set for
http kind checking

It does TLS v1.3

No “pushy“ stuff from my server

02 April 2019

It speaks HTTP/2
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Read more about HTTP/2
https://mozilla.github.io/server-side-tls/sslconfig-generator/
https://icing.github.io/mod_h2/howto.html
https://http2.github.io/faq/
https://developers.google.com/web/fundamentals
/performance/http2/
https://legacy.gitbook.com/book/bagder/http2
-explained/details
https://calendar.perfplanet.com/2016/http2-push-thedetails/
https://blog.cloudflare.com/rfc-8446-aka-tls-1-3/
RFC7540 and 7541
https://nghttp2.org & https://github.com/nghttp2/nghttp2

https://w3techs.com/technologies/details/ce-http2/all/all
(has lots of industry usage information, incl graph -->)
02 April 2019
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https://http2.akamai.com/demo to Firefox
Clear browser cache
between runs
10.4 vs 1.36 seconds
for many 3KB files. It
is a demo corner case

02 April 2019
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A more realistic comparison, UK to …

Time is in seconds

“The page tested (signout) is very typical of BBC web pages so I’d
expect the results to be similar across other pages from BBC Online.”
From https://medium.com/bbc-design-engineering/http-2-is-easy-just-turn-it-on-34baad2d1fb1
02 April 2019
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Still awake? Vocabulary drill items
•

h2, h2c, http/1.1

•

Curl

•

ALPN

•

SNI

•

Server Push

•

TLS v1.3

•

Certificate Stapling

•

Perfect Forward Secrecy

•

Multiplexing (no, not the cinema variety)

02 April 2019
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The near future
•

•

•

•

HTTP/2 is deployable now, if a relevant web server is used (such as
Apache 2.4.17 or later)
TLS v1.3 is brand new. Openssl and similar vendors are adjusting to
the release RFC. This will take time. Apache v2.4.36 supports it.

TLS dependent applications will likely require rebuilding for a
changed SSL library. Openssl v1.1.1 was released on 11 Sept 2018.
Thus anticipate Apache 2.4.36 with TLS 1.3, and in due course for
SSH, Postfix and other SSL applications

•

Expect development of much more “streaming”/multiplexing of traffic

•

Writing application code directly for HTTP2 & TLSv1.3 is complicated

02 April 2019
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